We present a hardware setup and a set of executable commands for spatiotemporal programming and interactive control of a swarm of self-propelled microscopic agents inside a microfluidic chip. In particular, local and global spatiotemporal light stimuli are used to direct the motion of ensembles of Euglena gracilis, a unicellular phototactic organism. We develop three levels of programming abstractions (stimulus space, swarm space, and system space) to create a scripting language for directing swarms. We then implement a multi-level proof-of-concept biotic game using these commands to demonstrate their utility. These device and programming concepts will enhance our capabilities for manipulating natural and synthetic swarms, with future applications for on-chip processing, diagnostics, education, and research on collective behaviors.
Introduction
Swarms of active microscopic agents have many potential applications in in situ biomedical and environmental diagnostics as well as on-chip transport and signal transduction. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Controlled swarm motion may be employed to generate flows in lab-onchip devices in conjunction with digital microfluidics, 1-5,10-12 on-chip computation as previously explored with droplet logic and neural computation, 7, 13 cargo delivery, 6, [14] [15] [16] and for selfassembly of nano-and microdevices. 8, 10, 15, [17] [18] [19] [20] Algorithms for efficient control and programming of such swarms have been extensively studied via theory 20, 21 and experiment in both synthetic 22 and natural systems, from motor proteins and filaments 23, 24 to single-celled organisms 2, 8, 25, 26 to insects 27 to macroscopic robots. 20, 21, 28 For microbiological swarms, "interactive biology" setups have enabled both professionals and non-experts to interact and experiment with swarm agents in real-time for research and edutainment purposes, e.g., through biology cloud experimentation laboratories, 29, 30 museum exhibits, 31 or biotic games. 32, 33, 38 While most of these platforms had been developed ground-up to support a single application, more expressive, general purpose setups with a larger degree of programmabil-ity are desirable for applications involving swarm control of microscopic agents. For example, some setups use global stimuli (e.g. magnetic or light fields) to control directionality of many agents, but this precludes local control over subgroups of agents. 1, 27, 30, [34] [35] [36] Other setups capitalize on local sets, it is often difficult to build generalizable swarm commands and algorithms that enable versatile programming of swarm behaviours.
Here, we conceptualize a new hardware architecture and its associated programming abstractions for the manipulation of active micro-particle swarms inside microfluidic chips ( Fig. 1 ). We combined several existing biotic processing units (BPUs 30, 38 ) from other experimental 7, 37 and interactive biology 31, 39 setups to create a single highly expressive BPU (Fig. 2) . This BPU combines both local and global light stimuli to direct a swarm of the single-celled, phototactic organism Euglena gracilis (Fig. 2D ). On top of this hardware, we developed executable commands in order to program the swarm behaviour. We find that three levels of programming abstraction naturally emerge: stimulus-level, swarm-level, and system-level. These levels represent three design spaces in which programmers can manipulate the cells: direct actuation of hardware stimuli ('turn LED on'), specific swarm actions ('move cells to the left'), and complex closed-loop functions ('clear cells from screen and concentrate them in the upper right corner'). We then demonstrate the utility of these programming abstractions by implementing a proof-of-concept biotic game while controlling the ensemble motion of these agents. We then demonstrate the utility of these programming abstractions by implementing a proof-of-concept biotic game while controlling the ensemble motion of these agents. Although we focus on the use of phototactic Euglena cells, these concepts generalize to other multiagent systems and stimuli.
Device design and implementation

Bioware
We use Euglena gracilis cells (Carolina Supplies #152800) due to their long-term robustness and phototactic behaviour ( Fig. 2D ). These cells are ∼50 μm long, swim at about 100 μm s −1 , and exhibit avoidance responses to changes in strong light stimuli within ∼1 s. 7, 37, [40] [41] [42] The cells are kept in the upper Euglena reservoir ( Fig. 2A and C) where they live stably for weeks without stringent maintenance needs besides daylight.
Hardware (BPU)
A microfluidic chip houses these cells for stimulation and observation. The chip is fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using standard soft lithography methods. 43, 44 The chip is ∼100 μm in height making it quasi-2D, and has an inlet and an outlet channel. The inlet channel is connected to the upper Euglena reservoir. The outlet channel is connected to a valve, which is operated by a relay switch controlled through an Arduino Uno board, and leads to the lower Euglena reservoir. To fill the microfluidic chip or exchange the Euglena, the valve is activated, and fluid is drawn from the upper reservoir through the chip into the lower reservoir. The culture density can be tuned by flowing in medium containing higher or lower concentrations of Euglena. Both reservoirs are easily exchanged without perturbing other parts of the setup. The simplest chip geometry used is a 50 × 50 mm square observation chamber. Chips can also be fabricated with networks of channels and mazes. Features are typically >100 μm to allow cells to swim through. Chips can be exchanged to achieve various microenvironments.
The cells inside the chip are observed through two 4× microscope objectives (Edmund Optics) forming a relay lens that feeds directly into a webcam (Logitech c905) connected to a computer (Fig. 2F ). The field of view (FOV) is 4.0 × 2.5 mm. Thus, it takes a Euglena cell about 30 s to cross the FOV if swimming straight. These parameters are tuneable by using different objectives and digital zoom.
Light stimuli are provided by four LEDs (one on each side of the microfluidic chip) and by a projector (from below the This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 chip) ( Fig. 2B and C). The LEDs are connected to and controlled by a computer through an Arduino Uno board. The LED projector (iVation IVPJMP70) projects images with a maximum brightness of 100 lumens onto the 2D plane through a 4× objective lens (Edmund Optics), leading to an on-chip resolution of 20 μm per pixel (i.e., about half the length of a Euglena cell). At sufficiently low cell densities, individual cells can be stimulated via the projector, but not with subcellular specificity (Fig. 2F ). All structural components and moving stages for fine adjustment were purchased from Thorlabs.
Software
We implemented the software and user interface in processing, a Java language extension specializing in visual design. 45 Single cell detection and analysis is implemented through OpenCV for processing. Direct real-time user interactions are possible through a touch screen monitor and keyboard; the user actuates the LEDs and projector and observes Euglena responses on the screen (Fig. 2F ). Various programming abstractions were also created as commands embedded within and called from the processing development environment.
Stimulus space programming
The Euglena stimulus-response is the basis for swarm control, and the direct manipulation of the system actuators ("stimulus space" programming) forms the lowest level of programming abstraction for swarm manipulation, e.g., 'turn LED on'. In this section, we detail the various Euglena behaviours which emerge from the three stimulus modalities (LEDs, projector, and chip) ( Fig. 3 ). All three stimulus modalities have been demonstrated individually with Euglena before, but they have not yet been combined in one device. 31, 37, 39 Note that Euglena have an inherent degree of variability, which makes complete characterization of all possible Euglena behaviours difficult. Here, we focus on the most robust and consistently observed Euglena responses.
No stimulus
When no light stimulus is applied (barring ambient light), the cells engage in persistent random walks with velocities of 50-100 μm s −1 and persistence lengths of 100-500 μm ( Fig. 3 ). Cells weakly influence the trajectories of other cells via hydrodynamic flow; since the chamber height is significantly larger than two cell widths, cell trajectories often cross.
Physical barriers
Structured microfluidic chips provide physical barriers for the Euglena (Fig. 3 ). These structural barriers can be modified through software-actuated pumping (not demonstrated here) or by exchanging the chip altogether, which would also result in the replacement of the entire swarm. Changing chips takes about 5 minutes in this setup.
Turn LED on/off
Any of the four side LEDs can be turned on and off simultaneously or separately. This can be done through direct manipulation of the Arduino pins through processing, e.g., Arduino. digitalWrite (ledPin, Arduino.HIGH). Euglena reorient within seconds to swim away from the LED stimulation. The degree to which cells respond depends on light level, i.e., up to a certain point, the higher the light level the higher the degree of Euglena alignment ( Fig. 3 ). At very high intensities, Euglena cells tend to spin in place for a few periods (2-5 seconds) before choosing a direction in which to move. Thus, Euglena trajectories may have sharp rather than gradual changes in direction. Increasing light levels also leads to slight decreases in swim velocity. If an LED is turned off, the Euglena in the chamber will continue to move in the same direction for a short time (<2 seconds) before randomizing their direction.
Project image
Projected stimuli may either act as barriers or attractors for Euglena ( Fig. 3 ). This can be done through native Processing commands, e.g., rect(x1, y1, x2, y2). When a pattern is projected at a high intensity of blue light, the cells avoid the high-intensity areas and are repelled locally. Since these barriers do not physically impede movement via steric hindrance, and because Euglena cells move in a pseudo-random fashion, cells often penetrate the barriers slightly, and by chance move into an area of bright projected light. However, after sensing the stimulus, cells will change their directions at random. On occasion, cells will travel even further into the barrier, at which point they will turn more frequently, and eventually leave the barrier on either side. This results in a net avoidance of the projected barrier. Barriers tend to be more effective at high intensities of blue light (see also "Combining stimuli" below). Projecting dim light can form a local attractor. Euglena which swim into an area with dim light will tend to stay within the dimly lit area rather than move onto an unlit area. Again, the projected light does not impede any hydrodynamic flows.
Repeatedly drawing and erasing images (i.e. animation) creates moving barriers and attractors. The slower the animation and the larger the barriers and attractors, the more likely the Euglena will be able to respond to the changes.
When Euglena are held in place for >10 minutes, either by projected barriers or attractors, some of the cells may become immobilized. These cells tend to settle in clusters and are pinned in place, even after the stimulus is removed. This pinning can often be reversed by projecting a bright light at the location of the cluster to which the cells will again exhibit an avoidance response ( Fig. 3 ).
Combining stimulus modalities
The light stimuli and structural modalities (LEDs from the four sides, projector from below, microfluidic mazes) had been used separately in previous setups 7,31,37,39but not in combination. Within this setup, the Euglena responses to the individual stimuli were found to be equivalent to their responses in previous setups.
Our setup combines all three stimulus modalities for the first time. We find that all three stimuli modalities can be used simultaneously, i.e. it is possible to steer Euglena through microfluidic mazes while also using light barriers, which block Euglena movement through certain areas of the chip (Fig. 4 , ESI ‡ Movie M1). Note that physical barriers are more effective than light barriers, blocking 100% rather than ∼70% of cells. However, they currently cannot be changed through software.
To better characterize the projected barrier effectiveness when LED stimuli are also being used, we run a series of ex-periments in which all of the Euglena cells are driven to the left side before they are driven to the right via the LED stimulus against a projected barrier. The barrier is drawn onto the middle of the screen. After 5 minutes, the number of cells behind the barrier and the number of cells in front of the barrier are counted, and the ratio between the two is called the "blocking efficiency". The barrier colour, width, and intensity were varied between experiments ( Fig. 4B-D) . Generally, wide barriers with high intensities of blue light are most effective. Blue barriers are maximally effective at full brightness with a 300 μm width (>5 cell lengths) ( Fig. 4) . Red light appears also partially effective. This seems contradictory to reports that the Euglena photoreceptor is not sensitive to red light, 46, 47 but phototaxis in response to red light has been noted by other groups. 48, 49 Furthermore, the projector used here does not emit single-wavelength colors.
These experiments show that the effects of projected stimuli and LED stimuli can be superimposed. The ability to combine these stimuli modalities creates a significantly larger stimulus-response space for these agents, therefore increasing the expressiveness of the application design space.
Image
The output of the BPU is a sequence of raw images of the FOV (i.e., a live feed of the FOV), capturing the Euglena, chip geometry, and projected images ( Fig. 4 ). This is achieved with the command cam.read(). The LED is sometimes noticeable due to light scattering. These images can be interpreted by a human or processed by higher-level commands downstream. 
Swarm space programming
Due to the large number of possible stimulus combinations, it is often more straightforward to abstract away from the stimulus space into the higher-level "swarm space". This is similar to how hierarchies of programming abstractions for conventional computers are used to simplify code and make programming more intuitive. Rather than manipulating the hardware of the BPU, these abstractions describe the desired swarm behaviours (i.e. commanding the living, active matter itself rather than a stimulus), making them generalizable to other systems of swarms. The following are a few examples of swarm space primitives which we defined, essentially capturing the 'basic spatial arithmetic set.' Execution times can take minutes to hours depending on the task (Fig. 5 , ESI ‡ Movie M2).
Swim left/right/up/down
By turning on the right, left, down, or up LEDs, global movement of Euglena toward the left, right, up, or down directions is induced, respectively ( Fig. 5 ), e.g., swim(direction, timeout).
Capture/release
Light barriers can be used to isolate subgroups of Euglena from one another ( Fig. 5 ), e.g., capture(shape, timeout).
Move
Isolated sets of Euglena can be moved around to specified locations by projecting slowly moving barriers. Captured Euglena respond to the motion of the barriers and adjust their center of mass as the barriers "push" them along ( Fig. 5 ). If the barriers move too quickly (>10 μm s −1 ), the Euglena cells will not have a chance to rotate and move away from the barrier and thus get left behind, e.g., moveĲshapeĲx1, y1), x2, y2, speed).
Combine/split
By isolating and moving several subsets of Euglena around at once, groups of Euglena may be combined or split (Fig. 5 ), e.g., combine(shape1, shape2, speed). It is also possible to separate one group of cells into two or more subgroups by drawing a barrier to separate the subgroups. These subgroups can then be moved independently. Again, the barriers cannot be moved too quickly; to separate a group of Euglena to opposite sides of the FOV may take several hours for maximal Euglena response. These commands are of particular interest for implementing basic swarm logic such as addition, subtraction, and division on the number of Euglena.
Compress/expand
By shrinking or expanding barriers, it is also possible to concentrate or dilute the Euglena (Fig. 5 ), e.g., compress(shape, endsize, speed). Compression by this method takes approxi-mately 5-10 minutes, depending on the size of the initial closed area. Faster compression can be achieved through combining some primitives (see below "Combining commands").
Deposit
Deposition of Euglena can be achieved by holding Euglena cells at high density at a specific location for an extended period of time (>10 minutes) ( Fig. 5 ), e.g., deposit(x, y). This can be done through projected barriers, attractors, or having two or more LEDs on at a time, which forces the Euglena to compress and cluster. When deposited, the Euglena cells will be immobilized onto the chip for multiple minutes. Eventually they will regain motility and swim away. This command illustrates how microswimmers in the future could be utilized to construct more complex and perhaps permanent 3D microstructures.
Detect/count cells
Cell detection builds on the setup's imaging ability, which it then uses to detect contours (Fig. 5 ), e.g., countCellĲshape). The contours are stored in memory short-term and compared to the contours generated to allow for near real-time image analysis of velocity and orientation. This is a necessary tool for detecting the system state, and allows for the implementation of commands that require feedback.
Combining commands
Some commands may take hours to complete with maximal effectiveness (Fig. 5 ). Combining primitives can often speed up the process. For example, the command fastCompress combines global directional swimming (i.e. an LED stimulus) against a projected barrier. This compression method is effective within 2 minutes compared to the 10 minutes required for the shrinking barrier alone. This relies on asynchronous execution of commands.
System space programming
Higher levels of abstraction include routines, combinations of commands, and conditionals on the Euglena state, which require system monitoring. We call this "system space" programming. Conditionals require the ability to detect the BPU state and act accordingly. Our system enables such detection for feedback, making it more powerful than previous BPUs. This also allows for a greater degree of automation in programming and enables cell interaction with virtual objects and boundaries. 31, 32 Arbitrarily many system-level commands and programs can be implemented. Here we discuss three examples in detail.
Clear screen
The clearScreen command uses an LED for directional flow of the Euglena and projected barriers which prevents Euglena from entering the area to be cleared (Fig. 6 ). Euglena detection makes cell counting possible, thus allowing the system to calculate the percentage of cells cleared. After a certain reduction ratio (i.e. percentage of cells on screen compared to the initial count) has been cleared, the cleared area is closed off with another projected barrier to prevent other Euglena cells from entering the region (Fig. 6) . A time-out is also set in case the command cannot be executed for any reason (e.g. cells are stuck to the surface, or the population is too dense). A clearScreen command with a target reduction ratio of 10% is typically completed in 2-5 minutes. Table 1 demonstrates the syntax of the clearScreen command as well as the equivalent code in the lower abstraction levels.
Clear and collect
The clearCollect command combines the tasks completed by of clearScreen and fastCompress into a single command, i.e., moving the cells out of one area via the LED stimulus and concentrating them in another area via projected light barriers. This command is completed in the typical time it takes to execute the clearScreen command alone (2-5 minutes). This command is one example of a routine made of lowerlevel commands executed simultaneously, which decreases the time needed to complete an objective. A demonstration of the utility of this command follows in the "Application demonstration" section. Arbitrarily many of these higher-level routines can be created to allow for more efficient programming and command execution. Ultimately, such higher-level commands will emerge as more applications are developed to satisfy their needs.
Report system status
The command systemStatus reports the Euglena system state to the user, i.e., using cell detection to determine average cell velocities, cell responsiveness to the LEDs and projected barriers, and cell count. This command can be used in a startup routine to determine whether the cells are healthy and responsive enough for a particular application. If benchmark conditions are not met (e.g. cell density is too low), the system can take mitigating steps (e.g. flushing in fresh Euglena). If that does not resolve the problem, the application throws an error and fails to start. Start-up routines allow applications, including experimentation, to be more robust. Detection of system status occurs within 30 s. We find that 90% of Euglena cultures pass the system check when initially used, and that the cultures are stable for 1-3 months. Fig. 6 An example of a system-level command. The system-level command, 'clearScreen', makes use of computer vision for feedback control and finishes when either the number cells in the target area has been reduce by 90%, or if a timeout has passed before the task could be accomplished. Scale bar: 1 mm. 
Summary of programming levels
We developed three levels of programming abstraction which we now compare side-by-side (Fig. 7) : (1) stimulus-level programming, where the hardware (projector, LED, camera) are directly accessed (e.g. 'turn LED on'); (2) swarm-level programming, which directly considers the resulting Euglena behaviour (e.g. 'swim right'); and (3) system-level (feedbackbased) programming, which includes greater degrees of abstraction and routines ('clear screen'). One can also consider the structured microfluidic chips as a sort of spatial programming. As it is a hardware modification, the microfluidic maze could be considered zeroth-level programming. Each higher-level of programming requires additional system capabilities. The lowest level (stimulus space programming) can also be thought of as the BPU instruction set, analogous to the machine code or instruction set of a GPU. 29 These instructions are carried out independently of whether or not there is a living, responsive biological system, and although the Euglena responses are captured through image acquisition, higher-level image recognition downstream is needed to assess the Euglena behaviour. Second tier swarm commands require responsive cells to be inside the system in order to be executed. For other swarm systems, the stimuli set will vary to achieve these commands. 1, 18, 22, 25, 35, 36 However, the commands themselves are general methods for manipulating matter, and thus are broadly applicable. Finally, system-level commands require the system to be able to monitor its state (i.e. perform image processing) for feedback to occur. For other non-Euglena swarm systems, the commands laid out at this level require the swarm to be able to report its state to a global observer.
Abstracting to higher programming levels allows code to be developed more easily. For example, Table 1 provides a comparison of code for the implementation of the task 'clear screen' at each level, illustrating how abstraction can decrease the number of lines of code. Furthermore, we see that the clearScreen can only be fully executed at the highest level because the target reduction ratio requires feedback.
Application demonstration: multilevel game
To evaluate and demonstrate how programmed control over swarm movement could be used in an application, we implemented a simple multi-level puzzle game, 'Bugs 'n' Boxes' (Fig. 8 , ESI ‡ Movie M3). The game objective for the player is to add and remove light barriers on the screen in real-time in order to guide a swarm of cells into or away from certain areas. The swarm itself is programmed to swim in various directions either through stimulus space (LED actuation) or swarm space. We describe the programmed gamelevels below and highlight the underlying programming aspects.
Before the game starts, the clearCollect command is used to move cells into the upper right corner while at the same time clearing the remaining playfield from cells (Fig. 8A) . During each individual level, virtual green and/or red boxes are overlaid with the FOV, indicating to the player where the cells should or should not be, respectively, by the end of the time limit. If the player is successful, the game moves on to the next level; otherwise the system resets again to the first level via the clearCollect command.
When the first level starts, Euglena cells are programmed to swim left (via an LED stimulus), while the projector projects a set of light barriers that prevent these cells from entering the green box on the upper left (Fig. 8B) . In order for the Table 1 The command clearScreen at three levels of programming. The system-level clearScreen command is only fully executable at the highest level of abstraction due to its use of computer vision and feedback control. The stimulus space and swarm space commands only specify behaviours without using swarm state-based conditionals. This example code demonstrates how the same task (command) can be implemented in all three levels of programming abstractions, where higher levels require fewer lines of code and are more intuitive to use Fig. 7 The various levels of programming abstraction. These levels build on one another, aiding application development, and even enabling non-specialist interaction with a swarm (in this case, a biological specimen). player to pass this level, the barrier must be erased by the player. When time is up after 25 s, the countCells command is used to determine the number of cells within the green box as well as in the whole FOV for scoring. The number of cells within the green box is compared to total number of cells on the screen, making the game robust against overall variation in Euglena density. The player passes this level if the majority of cells have been guided into the green box. In the second level, the Euglena are now driven to the right, while the player must prevent them from getting into the upper right corner (indicated by the red box; Fig. 8C ). In order to succeed, the player needs to draw a barrier which blocks the cells from entering the red box. Again, after 25 s the cells within this box are counted and compared to the total number of cells on the screen. The player passes this level if the majority of cells remain outside the red box.
Lab on a Chip Paper
The third level combines both approaches, i.e., the player needs to both erase and draw barriers in order to guide the cells into the green box and keep the cells out of the red box.
Here, the cells are first programmed to swim down for 25 s, then right for 25 s (Fig. 8D ). The player passes this level if more cells end up in the green box than in the red box.
These three levels demonstrate the programming and direction of swarm motion using swarm commands. More complex controls can be achieved using the combination of local and global stimuli.
We implemented this game twicefirst using stimuluslevel commands with cell counting implemented downstream, and then using a combination of swarm-and systemlevel commands. There was a 50% reduction in the total lines of code required using the higher-level commands. This demonstrates the utility of having several layers of programming abstractions.
In developing this application, asynchronous commands such as clearCollect naturally arose from the needs of the application (e.g. initialization of the cell position was accelerated by combining two swarm primitives in parallel). This demonstrates how application development motivates the development of new commands and algorithms. We also note that for efficient (i.e. fast) execution of a spatiotemporal program, the state of the system at the end of the execution of one task should be matched to the beginning of the next. In this case, the level layout was always such that after successful completion of one level the cells were already in the correct position for the start of the next level, so further initialization was not required (Fig. 8B-D) . In comparison, initialization of cell position in the beginning of the game could take up to a full minute. This application also demonstrates real-time human interaction with the Euglena swarm, making this a flexible platform for experimentation and exploration.
Conclusions
This work has three major contributions: (1) we demonstrated that combining local and global stimuli significantly increases the control over swarms of active particles and the design space for corresponding applications; (2) we developed programming abstractions generalizing from the physical stimuli and biological responses that are specific to our system (i.e., phototactic Euglena stimulated by light), to swarm behaviours that are more widely applicable (i.e., other agents and stimuli); (3) we demonstrated the utility of the Fig. 8 The multi-level proof-of-concept game, Bugs 'n' Boxes. This game was created to assess and illustrate the utility of our programming abstractions. A) Before the game starts, the clearCollect command initializes the swarm state by clearing the FOV from cells and simultaneously concentrating them in the upper right corner. B) On the first level, the player must erase a barrier in order to allow Euglena to get to the top left corner. C) On the second level, the player must draw a barrier to prevent Euglena from entering the upper right corner. D) On the third level, the player must both draw and erase barriers to pre- device and programming abstractions for swarm manipulations via a multi-level proof-of-concept game. The synergistic integration of global and local stimulus modalities (side LEDs, projector, and microfluidic chip mazes) combinatorically increased the possibilities to manipulate and interact with microscopic swarms compared to previous systems. 7, 30, 31, [37] [38] [39] 50 Having multiple stimulus modalities can also greatly accelerate specific tasks compared to single modality stimulation, e.g. the command fastCompress, which combines the LED stimulus with a projected barrier, is at least an order of magnitude faster than the command compress, which only uses a shrinking projected barrier (Fig. 5 ). Previously, it had not been established whether it was even possible to combine these two stimulus modalities. For example, the projected barriers might not have been effective against the LED stimulus. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that the global and local light stimuli modalities have been combined successfully in Euglena cells.
The different levels of programming abstractions help developers to conceptualize programs from the point of view of the physical stimulus, the swarm (Euglena) behaviour, or higher-level outcomes, depending on which is more intuitive for the task at hand. This allows for faster application development. We emphasize that the higher-level programming commands are independent of the specific BPU hardware and swarm system: the swarm commands are general in nature, so the presented concepts apply to other swarm systems and stimuli, natural or synthetic. We demonstrated that various tasks could be parallelized to decrease overall execution time, e.g., clearCollect. This, however, is only possible if the commands are spatiotemporally compatible. For example, a global 'swim left' command would interfere with a 'fast compression to the right' command. This suggests that it might be beneficial to create a task manager which categorizes compatible spatial commands and schedules such commands to be executed asynchronously. We also note that the commands we developed are similar to those used for the control of virtual objects in other contexts. For example, the Script Creation Utility for Maniac Mansion (SCUMM) facilitated the effective design and control of objects in LucasArts adventure games by simple commands ('walk dr-fred to laboratorydoor'), 51 similar to commands like move ( Fig. 4) . A similar Script Creation Utility for swarms could be developed in the future. We expect that these programming languages and command libraries will naturally evolve as more applications are developed.
Directing swarm behaviours within microfluidic chips is necessary to harness active systems for various biomedical, environmental, or synthesis applications. 1, 15, 18, 26 Furthermore such systems can be used for STEM education or research at the intersection of computer and life-sciences. 52, 53 Compared to previous interactive biology setups, 30, 31, 38, 39 this system adds a programmable layer to the BPU with feedback controls, easing application development. The game application presented here suggests that this setup could be seen as a biotechnological analogue of the early electronic microcomputer and its programming capabilities. 54, 55 Its relatively low cost (∼$750), ease of setup and maintenance, many possible applications, and educational potential could initiate its widespread adoption similar to the microcomputer revolution starting in the late 1970s, 54 with equivalent technological and educational impact. We expect that further development of both serious and playful applications with such multimodal setups will increase our knowledge and mastery of swarm behaviours and algorithms.
